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A NOTE ON LOCALLY QUASI-UNIFORM 
SPACES 

BY 

T R O Y L. HICKS A N D S H I R L E Y M. H U F F M A N 

ABSTRACT. Locally quasi-uniform spaces are studied, and it is 
shown that a topological space (X, t) admits exactly one compatible 
locally quasi-uniform structure if and only if t is finite. 

1. Introduction. Topological spaces with a unique compatible uniform struc
ture have been characterized by R. Doss [2]. In [3], P. Fletcher initiated the 
study of spaces with a unique compatible quasi-uniform structure, and he 
conjectured that (X, t) admits exactly one compatible quasi-uniform structure if 
and only if t is finite. C. Barnhill and P. Fletcher [1] showed that if t is finite, 
then (X, t) is uniquely quasi-uniformizable. In [6] and [7], W. Lindgren gave 
examples where (X, t) is uniquely quasi-uniformizable with t infinite, and showed 
that the conjecture holds for Rt spaces. The concept of locally quasi-uniform 
spaces was defined for Tx spaces in [5], and it was shown that (X, t) admits a 
local quasi-uniformity with a countable base if and only if it is a y space if and 
only if it is a Nagata first countable space. 

A general introduction to quasi-uniform spaces may be found in [8]. 

2. Locally quasi-uniform spaces. 

DEFINITION 1. Let X be a non-empty set and let °lt be a filter on X x X such 
that: 

(i) A c t / for every Ue% where A = {(x, x):xeX}. 
(ii) For each xeX and (7G°U, there exists V(x, U)=Ve6li such that 

(V° V)[x]ç U[x]. Then °lt is called a locally quasi-uniform structure for X. 
°lt gives a topology 

^ = { A ç X : for every xeA there exists Ue°lt such that U[x]ç A}. 

It is clear that every quasi-uniform structure is a locally quasi-uniform 
structure. If we use a term without defining it, we are using the quasi-uniform 
space definition. We say that (X, °U) is strongly complete if every Cauchy filter 
converges. 

LEMMA 1. Let (X, t) be a topological space and let 

i = {L/:L/^A and for every x eX, U[x]e t}. 
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Then 2ft is a base for a locally quasi-uniform structure &££, and 3F££ is the finest 
compatible structure. 

Proof. If Ve<$> and x e X , put 

U = [(X-V[x])xX]U(V[x]xV[x]). 

If y G X, U[y] = X or V[x]. Thus 17€ 38. Also, (£7° I7)[x] = V[x]. Hence 38 is a 
base for a structure ^i? . If °U is a compatible structure and 17 e0!/,, [ / 2 W , the 
interior of £7 in r 1 x t. W[x]e t for every xeX gives W e #2?. Thus °Uç S^f. 

DEFINITION 2. [4] A locally quasi-uniform space (X, °ll) has the Lebesgue 
property provided that if ^ is a fc^-open cover of X, then there is a £7e°U such 
that {U[x]:xeX} refines <g. 

THEOREM 1. Lef (X, °ll) be a locally quasi-uniform space. 
(1) If (X, °ll) fias the Lebesgue property, then (X, °ll) is strongly complete. 
(2) «̂S? /s a compatible strongly complete locally quasi-uniform structure. 
(3) °\l is pre-compact if and only if every ultrafdter on X is ^-Cauchy. 
(4) If tan is compact, every Cauchy filter converges. 
(5) (X, fa) is compact if and only if °U is strongly complete and pre-compact. 
(6) follows from (5) and the fact that the Pervin structure is pre-compact. 
(7) Suppose 2FZ8 is pre-compact. By (2), &!£ is a compatible strongly 

complete structure. By (5), fa = t95£ is compact. 

Proof. For (1), we note that the proof in [4] for quasi-uniform spaces carries 
over. 

For (2), we show that &5£ has the Lebesgue property and apply (1). If % is an 
open cover and x G X, then there exists Cx e <€ such that x G CX. Let 

U=\J{{x}xCx:xeX}. 

Ue&5£ and {U[x]:xeX} refines <g. 
For (3) and (4), we note that the standard quasi-uniform space arguments 

hold. 
(5) follows from (3) and (4). 
(6) follows from (5) and the fact that the Pervin structure is pre-compact. 
(7) Suppose ?P5£ is pre-compact. By (2), &^5£ is a compatible strongly 

complete structure. By (5), fa = y% is compact. 

LEMMA 2. Suppose (X, t) has a finite compatible locally quasi-uniform struc
ture Gil. Then &^5£ = G\l, and therefore t has only one compatible locally quasi-
uniform structure. 

Proof. (7 = P | { V : V G ^ } G % gives °U={V:V^>U}. Clearly, U[x] is the 
smallest open set containing x. Also, °U ç &>S£ by Lemna 1. If A G 3F££, A 3 V 
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where V[x]e£ for every x e X . Thus V [ J C ] ^ [ / [ X ] for every xeX, 
and therefore A^V^U gives A e °U or 9£ ç %. 

COROLLARY. / /1 is finite, (X, t) has only one compatible locally quasi-uniform 
structure. 

Proof. If t is finite the Pervin structure is a finite compatible quasi-uniform 
structure. 

DEFINITION 3. If {Gn} is a sequence of open sets and GA <= G2<= G3<= . . . , it 
is called an ascending sequence of open sets. 

LEMMA 3. Let (X, t) be a topological space with t infinite. There exists an 
ascending infinite sequence of open sets or there exists a descending infinite 
sequence of open sets. 

Proof. Suppose t contains no ascending infinite sequence of open sets. Then 
t-{X} has the same property. Thus every A in t-{X) is contained in a 
maximal ascending chain in t — {X}. Let 

M = {M: M is a maximal ascending chain in t-{X}}. 

If MeM, let VM = \J{V:VeM}. Then VMet-{X}. If VMl*VM2, 
VM 1 UVM 2 = X . For otherwise, Mx would not be maximal in t-{X}. 
Let ¥ denote the set of distinct VM, MeM. 

Case 1. V is infinite. We show that V has the finite intersection property. If 
<I> = nr=i VMi, choose VMï VMi, 1 < i< n. Then VM = VMU4> = 
VM U (fl?=i VMi) = nr=i (VM U VMi) = n?=i X = X, a contradiction. We show 
that nr="i V M i ^nr=i VMi. It equality holds, H M ^ Ç V M , Thus VMn = 
VMnU(nr=i VMi) = X, a contradiction. Since T is infinite, put Xn = f|r=i VMn 

and {Xn} is a descending infinite sequence of open sets. 
Case 2. V is finite. Since t-{X} is infinite and each Ve t-{X} is contained 

in VM for some VM G T, there exists VM e V such that an infinite number of 
members of t — {X} are contained in VM. Put VM = X1. Let 

r! = {V:VGr-{X} and V^XJ. 

U is an infinite topology for Xx. Repeat the argument just given for (Xi, fx) and 
obtain a topological space (X2, t2) such that: (1) t2 is infinite, (2) X2 c X i czX, 
and (3) X 2 e r-{Xi}c= r-{X}. Using induction we obtain a descending infinite 
sequence of open sets. 

THEOREM 2. A topological space (X, t) is uniquely locally quasi-uniformizable 
if and only if t is finite. 

Proof. The Corollary gives one half of the theorem. Suppose t is infinite. 
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Case 1. t has a descending infinite sequence of open sets. We obtain a 
sequence {an} of distinct points and a sequence {Xn} of distinct open sets such 
that an G Xn and an ̂  Xm for m>n. If (X, t) is uniquely locally quasi-
uniformizable, &$£ is the Pervin structure, and therefore 3FS£ is totally 
bounded. Let 

U = U ({oJxXi) 
Li = l 

U x-UWxx i = l 

Ue&££ so there exists A i , . . . , An such that U"=i A = X and AiXAt^ U. 
There exists /, 1 < / < n, such that Ay contains infinitely many elements of {an}. 
Choose m > n such that an, am G Ay. We have (am, an) G A, X A , - C [ / or an G 

U[am] = Xm, a contradiction. 
Case 2. £ has an ascending infinite sequence of open sets. We obtain a 

sequence {an} of distinct points and a sequence {Xn} of distinct open sets such 
that aneXn and an(ÉXm for m<n. Now use the argument in Case 1. 

REMARK. After looking at Lemma 3, one might wonder when (X, t) has an 
ascending infinite sequence of open sets. In [6], it is shown that every subset of 
(X, t) is compact if and only if every ascending open sequence is finite. 
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